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A study is made of the relations among the parameters invoLved in the passage of a 
beam of plane-polarized light through a pair of birefractory plates. For a pa ir of plates 
having known phase lags and a known angle between their principal axes, the angLe of in
clination necessary for a plane-polarized beam to emerge plane-polarized is detenn incd. 
In addition, the conditions for producing circularly polarized light are devrloprd a nd pre
sented in a simple and convenk'l1 t form. It turns out that t h e "comb inat ion" quarte r-wave 
plate shows a striking simila rity in severa l respects, to t he ordinary quartrr-wave plate. 
It is shown how the "combination " plates can be used to construct several novel polari
metric half-shades. 

I" 1. Introduction 
[ 
i 
1 Many optical instruments employ polarized light 

and associated bil'efractory plates as essential 
1) elements in their operation. For example a pair 

of quarter-wave plates is used in photoelastic stress 
'I analysis in order to observe a system of isochromatic 
I' lines in a stressed plate irrespective of the azimuth 

of the plate [1, 2].1 Exact q uarter-wa ve compen
sators are especially needed for devices such as the 
one developed by Goranson and Adams [3] (based 
on the classical method first fully described by 
Friedel [4]) which was used initially to measure 
birefringence in stressed glass, and later for deter
mining the effect of pressure on the release of 
birefringence in some transparent materials [5]. 
Jerrard [6] has developed 11 similar instrument. 
The Friedel method has also been adapted in 
constructing an interference microscope [7]. 

The full advantage of the extraordinarily precise 
ii' Friedel methods is realized only when using a com

pensator the optical retardation of which is almost 
exactly one-quarter wavelength. There are various 
procedures for constructing precise quarter-wave 
compensators. One of these is to utilize a suitable 
combination of two birefractory plates of arbitrary 
phase lag [8, 2]. A consideration of the properties 

? of such 11 two plate combination brings out some 
relations which are of great interest and also provides 
a method for constructing such compensators. 

2 . Combining Two Plates 

When a beam of plane-polarized light passes 
through a birefractory plate the emerging beaIn, as 
is well known, will be found in general to be elipti
cally polarized. In treating this problem and the 
problem of passing the beam through two super
imposed plates we shall follow the development of 

• Retired. 
1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references on page 113. 
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Goranson and Adams [3] using their notation with 
some additions (see table 1). For the passage of 
plane-polarized light through a single plate, the 
follI' quantities, e', 0;, CPr and i l which are defined in 
table 1 are related by the equations 2 

sin 2e' =sin 2!1 sin CPr, 

cos 211 = cos 2e' cos 20;, 

cot CPI = COt 2f' sin 20;, 

tan 20; = tan 2b cos CPl' 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

2 Equations (1), (2), a nd (3) above have been obtained from eqs (6), (7), and 
(8) in the paper by Goranson and Adams L3] usi ng the substitutions which they 
have indicated. Equation (4) above has been derived from eq (5) of Goranson 
a nd Adams following their procedures and making appropriate substitutions. 

TABLE 1. Definitions of the symbols used in the text a 

Plates I , II- are the fixst and second doubly re
fracting plate in the path of a beam 
of plane-polarized light. 

a; and -y;- are the vibrational directions of the faster 
and slower wave respectively in plate I. 
These directions form a set of mutually 
perpendicular reference axes. 

a~ and -y~-are the vibrational directions of the faster 
and slower wave respectively in plate 
II. These directions form a second 
set of mutually perpendicular reference 
axes. 

1/;- is the angle which denotes the orientation of plate 
I with respect to plate II and is measured from 
a~ to a; or from -y~ to a;. 1/; is always positive 
and is limited to the first quadrant, i.e., 0°:::; 
1/; :::;90°. 

a 'rIle definitions given in this table correspond to those given by Goranson and 
Adams [3] with some additions. lL may be noted that the definitions given here 
pertain to the special case where the principal directions of plates I and II have 
been chosen as the reference axes, and as a result are simpler than those of OOl'an
son and Adams in lU3ny instances. 
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1fe-is the value of 1f when plates I and II are super
posed to produee a eompound quarter-wave 
plate. 

~', E"- are the ellipticities of the light emergent from 
plates I and II respeetively. The elliptic
ity is defined as the angle whose tangent 
is ± (bja) where a and b denote the major 
and minor axes respectively. By eon
vention, with the light coming toward one, 
E is positive when the light vector along 
the emergent elliptical vibration moves 
countereloekwise and negative when clock
wise. - 45°'::;E'::;45 °. 

!l- is the angle between the vibrational direetion of 
the entering plane-polarized light and a~. 
- 90° '::; !1'::; + 90°. 

! 2- is the angle between the vibrational direction of 
the entering plane polarized light and a~ or 
'Y;. _ 90° '::; !2'::; + 90 °. 

!Pl' !P2-are the values of !1 and !2 respectively when 
t he emergent beam of light is linearly 
polarized after passing through plates I 
and II. 

!c!' !C2- are the values of !1 and !2 respeetively when 
t he emergent beam of light is cireularly 
polarized after passing through plates I 
and II. [It is understood in this case that 
plates I and II have been superimposed at 
the angle, 1fe, to make a compound quarter
wave plate. ] 

e~-refers to light which has passed through plate I 
and is t he angle between t he major axis of 
the elliptical vibration and a~. - 90°'::; 0;'::; 
+ 90°. 

e~-refers to light which has passed through plate I 
and is the angle between the major axis of the 
elliptical vibration and a; or 'Y;. -90°'::; O~ 
'::; + 90°. 

e~'-refers to ligh t which has passed through plates I 
and II and is the angle between t he major 
axis of the ellipt ical vibration and a; or 'Y~. 
- 90° '::;0;''::; + 90°. 

<I>-is the phase lag of a given birefraetory plate. 
0°'::; <P'::; 360°. 

<Pr, <pn- are the phase lags for plates I and II re
spectively. 

When a beam of elliptically polarized light such 
as the one emerging from plate I passes t hrough a 
second birefractory plate, the emerging beam, as is 
well known, is also elliptieally polarized. For an 
elliptically polarized beam of a given elliptieity and 
azimuth entering a birefractory plate of a given 
phase lag and azimuth the elliptieity and azimuth 
of the emerging beam are uniquely determined. 
Goranson and Adams have shown that the following 
relations hold : 

and 
tan 2E' . 

tan 20;' = tan 20~ cos <PIl =F-20, sm <PIl, (6) 
cos 2 

where again t he parameters are dm'ined in table 1. 
These equations in conjunetion with tables 1 and 

2 and with proper regard to the significanee of th e 
± and =F signs, are adequate to determine the eor
rect and uniqu e valu es of e" and 0;' as follows: 
Where an alternative in sign oeeurs (and where it 
oecurs in other equations throughout the paper) the 
sign chosen depends on whieh of the two principal 
direetions of plate II is chosen as the referenee axis. 
If 1f is measured from a~ th e upper sign is used, if 
1f is measured from 'Y~ the lower sign is used. 

When either t he upper or lower sign is used in (5), 
it will be found that the solu t ion for E" is uniqu e 
because, by defmition , - 45° '::; E" '::; + 45 °. When 
either the upper or lower sign is used in eq (6) it 
will b e found that there are still t wo solutions for 
O~ ', but physieal considerations show that only one 
solut ion is valid. The correct solution for 0;' may 
be found by referring to table 2. 

TABLE 2. Uim1:ls on the correct va lues of 'eO;' which may be 
used to find a unique solu tion for eq (6) 

cot Ta=cot 2E' sin 20; 

0°< (<I>n±<I>.) < 90° ____ ._ ..... __ 00<20~ < 180° 
90°< (1'n±<I>.1<2700 . ___ .. ____ _ - 180°< 20;'< 0° 
270°< (<I>n ±<I>.J < 360° _____ . __ __ 0°<20;< 180° 

3. Restoration to Plane-Polarization 

First we determine what are the relations between 
the variables in order for the beam, originally plane
polarized, to pass through the two plates and to 
emerge plane-polarized. 

Here e" = 0. Hence by (5) 

tan 2 E' = =F tan <Pn sin 20;. (7) 

Applying (3) we have 

tan <PI sin 20; = =r= tan <Pn sin 20~, (8) 

Since t he angle between the eOlTesponding princi
pal direetions of the two plates is if;, it follows that 

(9) 

Substitut ing (9) and (4) in (8), we have (noting 
that E" is zero, and that ! beeomes !Pl the inclination 
that will result in emerging plane-polarized light) 
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) COS <I>r 
cos 21/; sin 21/;' (10) 

After the correct minus or plus value has been 
determined for use in eq (10), there will be two valu es 
of !PI' differing by 90°, which will satisfy the equa
tion. These two solutions are both valid and can 
be associated generally with the principal axes of a 
single birefractory plate. For each of these solu tions 
there will be separate valu es of O~ , O~, and O~' . These 
two sets of values will be separated from each other 
by 90° just as the !Pl valu es are. The following 
relations are useful: From (6) and (7) we fmd 

tan 20~' = tan 20; (cos <I>u + tan <I>u sin <I>n). 

Multiplying and diyicling by cos <I>u we obtain: 

tan 20~' = tan 20;/cos <I>n. 

From (4) and (10) we obtain 

, ( tan iJ)r ) 1 cot 20J = =F -t --I- -cOS 91/; --. "an on ~ sin 2if/ 

(11) 

(12) 

vVe are now in a position , having two plates with 
<I>r and <I>u, and placed at angle t/; to determine what 
inclination ~ TJ 1 of the entering plane-polarized beam 
will cause the emerging beam to be plane-polarized; 
and also to calculate 0;', the az imu th of the emerging 
beam. Formally stated the problem is: Given <I>r, 
<I>n, and t/; to calculate !p 1 so that the beam will emerge 
plane-polarized; and also to calculate 0;'. Solutwn, 
calculate ! lil from (10), 0; from (12), 0; from (9) and 
0;' from (11) . 

3.1. Special Case for <I>r = <I>u 

In many instances it would be convenient to 
superimpose two identical strips or slabs. Here we 
would have <I>r = <I>n, which we may call simply <I>. 
For this case eq (12) becomes 

cot 20; = -cot 1/; or cot (90- 1/;) 

r from which 

I 20;=- if/, -1/;+ 180° or 900- t/;, 90°-1/;+ 180°. (l2a) 

Similarly, from (IO) 

cot 2!Pl = -cot 1/; cos <I> or tan 1/; cos iJ), (lOa) 

and, from (9) and (12a) 

Also (inciden tally) from (8) with <I>1 = iJ)n 

sin 20;/sin 20; = =F 1. 

From (11) and (9a) it follows that 

tan 2e;' = tan 1/;/cos <I> or -cot t/;/cos iJ), (lla) 

and, from (lla) and (IOa) when <I>r = <I>n = <I> 

(13a) 

For this simplified case (when iJ) and 1/; are given) 
the procedure for determining !PI and O~' is to cal 
culate L'l from (IOa) and 0;' from (13a). If desired 
we may obtain 0; from (12a) and O~ from (9a) . 

The values of the parameters of interest are pre 
sented ill two illustrative examples in table 3. In 
both cases <I>r = <I>u = <I> = 700; ill one example t/; has 
been set arbitrarily at 30°, and the second example 
refers to the situation where 1/;c= 41.20° which is 
the angle needed to construct a composite quarter 
wave plate. (It will be shown in section 4 how the 
valu e of 1/;c is found.) Figure 1 shows the relation 
ships of the azimuths for transmitting plane-polarized 
light with two superimposed plates when <I>r = 
iJ)n = <I> = 700 and 1/;c= 41.20°. 

TABLE 3. Val1.es of the parameters of interest in producing 
plane-polal'ized light and circularly polw-ized light when it 
is given that "'1 = iJ)n = iJ) = 70° 

Two examples are shO\n1 : (I) ror an arhilrary ";=30°, and, (2) for the required 
lf e= 41.20o. (The val ues fi re given for tllC situ ation wh ere the a'-direction 
of plate rr is chosen as the reference axis.) 

Plane-polarized li ght 

Circularly polarized light 

"; = 30° 

iv} = _29.68° , 60.32° 

!P2 = 0.32°, _89.68° 

0;' = 29.68,-60.32° 

:-<o le: 

For 

"; ,=41.20° 

!P1 = -34.33° , 55.67° 

!'2 = 6.87°, -83.13 

0;' =34.33°, -55.67° 

0; =-20.60°,69.40° 

0~=20.600 , -69.40° 

!CI = 10.67° , - 79.33° 

!c2 = 5l.87° , - 38.13° 

o~ is undefined 

Circularl y-polar ized 0;=3.80°, -86.20° 
light ";(=";,) = 
41.20° 0~=45.000 , -45.00° 

The parameter~ are ohtained rrom the followin g equations (particularlyappli· 
cable in this simple form since <1'[ = <1'11 ): 

Plane-polarized light C ircularly polarized ligbt 

(1) !P1' ____ _________ _ eq ( lOa) (1) .,;, __ __ __ ____ __ eq (l9a) 

(2) !P 2' ------- - ------ iP2 =!lJ t+1/t (2) !' l ------------ eq (17a) 

(3) 0,", __ ____________ eq (13a) (3) !'z ------------- !'2 =!'I +.,; 
(4) 0;, _____ __ ___ ____ eq (120) (4) 0;' ____________ is undefined 

(5) 0;, ____ ___ _____ __ eq (9a) (5) 0; ___ ____ _____ eq (18a) 

(6) 0; _____________ is given as 02' = 45° 
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[AJ 

[BJ 

~
= 41.20 0 0.1 

,,//~ EMERGING PLANE-POLARIZED LIGHT 

• ,,\ \ ____ e2 " = 34 . 33 ° 

~ t -- ---, 
--------=-"'A-«.-~:.I-----'-.... --,-'-;-~ .!", = - 34 .3 3 ° 

- - '" ",/ la" , ~ 1ST AZIMUTH FOR ENTERING PLANE' 
" " POLARI ZED LIGHT WHERE THE EMERGING 

,," LIGHT WILL BE PLANE-POLARIZED 

" /'" i = i 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

-P2 -p, + 'I' = 6 . 87 ° 

55 .67 ° 

4 1. 20 ° 

i + 'I' 
-P, 

_ 83.13 ° 

\ EMERGING PLANE - POLARI ZED LI GHT 

\\~ 
~ ~ ------- 2ND AZIMUTH FOR ENTERING PLANE

POLARI ZED LIGHT WHERE TrlE EMERGING 
LIGHT WILL llE PLANE-POLARI ZED 

FIGURE 1. Illustration of the azimuthal relationships in the tran smil>sion of plane-polarized 
light by two superimposed doubly refracting plates when <1> =70° and '¥ = '¥,=41.20°. 

It is sbown in [AJ and [EJ tbat tbere are two mutually perpendicular entering azimutbs for wbicb plane-polarized Iigbt 
will emerge plane-polarized and tbat tbe vibr ation direction will be rotated tbrough the anglo (O,"- i .,) wbicb is tbe 
same for botb . • 

For any combination of birefractory plates, there
fore , there can be found two mutually perpendicular 
azinmths for incident plane-polarized light such 
that the emergent light is also plane-polarized. 
In this respect such a combination is like a single 
birefractory plate. The effect of the combination 
differs (in general), however, from that of a single 
plate in that the co mbination rotates the vibration 
direction through the angle (O~/- !P2) ' It turns 

out that the sense of this rotation will be either 
positive (counterclockwise) or negative (clockwise) 
depending on whether the plates are combined so 
that 1/1 is measured from the a~ or 'Y~ direction. 
In table 4 are presented values of the parameters 
for emerging plane-polarized light when the two 
plates have different if>r = if>n = if> , but with the 
arbitrary parameter, 1/1, set at 30° for all cases. 
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TABLE 4. Values of i . 1 and other pammeters of interest in producing plane-polarized from two plates having diffel'ent <l>r = <l>u = iJ> 
- but with the arbitrary pamrnete1' 1/; set at 30° for all cases 

(The values are given for the situation where the ,,'-direction of plate II is chosen as the reference axis.) 

<l> 0 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 
, [I 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 
2~Pl -30. 0 -30.9 -33. 7 -39.2 - 49.2 - 65.8 -90.0 65.8 49. 2 39.2 33. 7 30.9 30.0 

150.0 149.1 146. 3 140.8 130.8 114.2 90.0 -114.2 - 130.8 -140.8 - 146.3 -149.1 -150.0 
281' -30. 0 -30. 0 -30.0 -30.0 - 30.0 -30. 0 -30. 0 -30. 0 -30.0 -30.0 -30. 0 -30.0 -30.0 

150.0 150. 0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 lbO.O 150. 0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150. 0 150. 0 
28{' 30.0 30.9 33.7 39.2 49.2 65.8 90.0 -6.0.8 -49. 2 -39.2 -33.7 -30.9 -30.0 

- 150.0 - 149. 1 -146.3 -140.8 - 130.8 -114. 2 -90.0 114. 2 130.8 140.8 146.3 149.1 150.0 
282' 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30. 0 30.0 

-150.0 - 150.0 -150.0 -150. 0 - 150.0 - 150.0 -lbO.O -150.0 - 150.0 - 150.0 - 150.0 -150.0 - 150.0 

The parameters are obtained from the following equations (particularl y applicable in this simple form since <1>, = iJ?,, ) : 

(1) 2;./ ___ _______ ____ _____ __ eq (lOa) 
(2) 28.' _______ ______ ______ __ eq (12a) 
(3) 29,· ___ ___ ___________ ____ eq (13a) 
(4) 29,' ______________ _____ __ eq (9a) 

4. Simple Method for Producing Circularly 
Polarized Light 

A simple method for getting 1/Ie and leI for given 
<Pr and <PI! begins as follows: Suppose we let 0'2 
equ al 45°. Then, from (5) with ~1I =45 °, sin 
(2E' + <pu) = 1, and therefore 

(14) 

If !I is chosen to give E' given by eq (14), then O~ can 
be calculated and >/I= >/Ie can be calculated by eq (9) 
to give 0~=45 ° . This combination of it and >/Ie will 
(by the conditions leading up to eq (14)) yield 
~" = 45 °, i.e., emergentlaevorotary circularly polarized 
light. 

By (14)- for this case of emergmg circularly 
polarized light-

sin 2~' = ± cos <Pu 
and 

tan 2/ = ± cot <Pu. 

From (1 ) and (15) we have 

and from (3) and (16) 

sin 20~ = ± cot <pu/tan <Pr. 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

and from (9) and the above assumption that 0;= 45° 

(9b) 

It is important to note the following points in 
regard to eqs (17), (18), and (9b ) and the "colll.bina
tion" plate considered here: (1) The equations admit 
solu tions only if 90 °:S; <pr + <pu :S; 270°. (2) Careful 
examination shows that only one pair of solutions is 
valid in each equation, although there are additional 
apparent solutions. (3) The two solutions for >/Ie are 
complementary. One solution for >/Ie is obtained if 

a; is chosen as the reference axis, the second solution 
is obtained if 'Y~ is chosen as the reference axis. (4) 
As noted in section 3. 1 there will be a rotation of the 
principal directions of vibration for this "combina
tion" plate, the sense of this rotation depends upon 
the choice of >/Ie. (5) The equations were developed 
to produce left-handed circularly polarized ligh t, 
i.e., ~" =45 °. However, for a given "combination" 
plate, light incident at azimuth, != !e+ 90° will 
emerge as right-handed circularly polarized light, 
i. e., ~" = -45° . 

4.1. Special Case for <Pr = <Pu 

For two similar plates we put <Pr = <Pu = <P, and (17) 
becomes 

(l7a) 

and (18) becomes 

(18a) 

N ow from (9) sin 20; =cos 2>/1; therefore from (18a) 

cos 21/1e= ± coV <P. (19a) 

Then , from (1 7a) and (19a) we may readily cal
culate the impinging azimuth and the requisite sep
aration, >/Ie, to give emerging circularly polarized 
light . Incidentally, it should be noted that a solu
tion for >/Ie is obtained when <P ranges from 45 to 135° 
but not from 0 to 45° or from 135 to 180°. 

As a supplement to the example shown in figure 
1, figure 2 shows t he relation hips of the azimuths 
for produ cing circularly polarized light from two 
superimposed plates when <Pr = <pn = <p = 70 °. Figure 
3 shows the rotation of the principal planes of vibra
t ion in a "combination" quarter-wave plate when 
<p = 70°. As shown, the rotation may be either posi
tive or negative depending on whether the upper or 
lower sign is chosen in eq (19a) when solving for 1/Ie. 

T able 5 gives values of >/Ie, i e!, and !PI for various 
values of <P when two similar plates are combined to 
make a quarter-wave plate. Here it is evident that 
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1ST AZIMUTH FOR ENTERING PIANE
POLARIZED LIGHT TO GIVE IAEVOROTARY 
CIRCULARLY POLARIZED LIGHT. 
i = 10.67°. 
~I 

1 = 1 + ~ = 51.87° 
'1:2 --C1 

~ = 41.20 ° (FOR THE CASE WHERE Yc is 
c MEASURED FROM q, ') TO GIVE 

A COMBINATION "QUARTeR-WAVE PIATE WITH 
LEFT ROTATlQ!!. (92 " - ~ > 0°) 

2ND AZ IMUTH FOR ENTERING PIANE
POIARIZED LIGHT TO GIVE DEXTRO
ROTARY CIRCUk~RLY POIARIZED LIGHT . 
~- 79 . 33° . 
-c, 

1 = 1 + ~ = - 38 . 13° 
-Cz ---C1 

2ND AZIMUTH FOR ENTERING PIANE
POIARIZED LIGHT TO GIVE DEXTRO-

/ 
"~OTARI CIRCUIARLY POIARI~ 
1 = - 10 .67°. 
~, 

/' 1 =1 + ~ =38.13° 
-c2 -c1 

/ 

I 

'Y. 

~ = 48 . 80° (FOR THE CASE WHERE Y IS 
MEASURED FROM Y. ') TOcGIVE 

A CQ~BINATION QUARTER-WAVE PIATE WITH 
RIGHT ROTATION (9z" - 1,,2 < 00) 

\--------
1ST AZIHUTH FOR ENTERING PLANE
POLARIZED LIGHT TO GIVE IAEVOROT&~Y 
CIRCUIARLY POLARIZED LIGHT. 
1 = 79 . 33° 
~, 

1 = 1 + ~ = - 51.8r · 
-"2 " I 

FIGU RE 2. Illustration of the azimuthal relationshi ps in the production of circularly polari zed 
light by two superimposed doubly refracting plates when "' =70°. 

I n case [AJ, 'l' = 'l' , is measured from a,' and rotates tbe prin cipal vibration directions to tbe left. III case [B], 'l' ='l' ,=48.80· 
IS measured from -,,' and ro tates the principal vibration directions to the rigbt by an equal amount (see fig . 3). It 
IS sbown in eacb case tbat there exist mutually perpen dicular azimuths of incidence wb ich yield laevo- and dextro
rotary circularly polarized ligbt respect ively, which are at 45° to tbe azimutbs for the production of plane-polarized 
ligbt (fig. 3) . 

the choice of 1/;c is fixed by the phase lags of the 
plates. A striking feature of the relation of ic to i p1 _I _ 

be readily shown that 

sin2 2!cI = cos2 2!PI (20) 
is brought out by the table, namely that (l ci - i PI) 
appears to be always ± 45°. As a matter of fact in 
a pair of plates adjusted to transform plane-polarized 
light into circularly polarized light the difference 
between the two ! 's is exactly 45°. That is, it may 

The proof of relation (20) may be found in 
appendix 1. In this respect the " combination " 
quarter-wave plate behaves like an ordinary single 
plate with 90° retardation . 
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\ \ \ \ , :r _______ EMERGING PLANE - POLARIZED LIGhT 

\ / 

\ \ / '\ 1ST AZIMUTH FOR ENTERING PLANE 
\ / / \ ° POLARIZED LIGHT WHERE THE EMERGING 

\ I //e," - iv. C7 LIGHT WILL BE PLANE-POLARIZED 

-- _ ,~/ \ \ 21'1D AZIMUTH FOR ENTERING PLANE -

/ LIGHT WILL BE PLANe-POLARIZED 
// \ 

-'~~// --
,/ I \ ~ POLARIZED LIGHT wHERE THE EMERGING 

/ \ 
/ / \ EMERGING PLANE -POLARIZED LI GHT 

~' -"'~\/ 
~ 

~ " - ~ I -\ "- 27 . 46° / 
Z "-... / 

'" ~ / 

'" I / 

1ST AZIMUTH FOR ENTERING PLANE 
POLARIZED LIGHT WHERE THE EMERGING 
LIGHT wILL BE PLANE-POLARIZED 

EHERG ING PLANE-POLARIZED LIGHT 

__ ~~,~/?J/ 
,, _ _ 2ND AZIMUTH FOR ENTERI NG PLANE-

/ " e " I - POLARIZED LIGHT wHERE THE EMERGING 
/ I ': - 4" - -27 . 46° LIGHT WILL BE PLANE-POLARIZED 

/ ", I / I ' EMERGING PLANE - POLARI ZED LIGHT 

/ ',, -----/ 
/ 

/ 
(Bl 

FIGU RE 3. Illustration of the rotation of the princi pal vibration diredions in combinati on 
quartel'-wave plates when iP = 70°. 

Two situations corresponding to the two sol utions of eq (1911.) are shown : In [A], "' ~ '" ,~ 41.200 and i, mcasured frolll a2': 
In [BJ, "' ~ '" ,~ 4S.S00 and is measurcd from -'12'. 'I' he magnitude of the ro tation is tbe same in both cases. Case [AJ 
is the same as t.h at in fi gure 1 where the azimutbal relations of the principal vibration directions of the plates are s hown . 
:-;rote tbat tbe azimutbs in each case are mntually perpendicular and at 450 to tbose for prod ucing eircnlarly polarized 
light (fig. 2) 

;;, T AB L E 5.-Values of if;c, ~cl' ~Pl' and related parameters in producing circularly polari zed light from two plates having different 
iPI = iPn = iP 

(The values are given for tbe situation where the a ' -direction of Plate II is chosen as the reference axis.) 

1> 45 50 60 70 SO 90 100 110 cot <[) __ ________ _ _______ __ 1.000 0.S40 0.577 0.3640 0.1762 0 -0.1762 - 0.364 
cot2 (1 ) _____ _______ _______ 1. 000 .704 .333 .1326 . 0312 0 . 0312 .1326 
2! Cl- _ ____ __ ___________ _ _ 90.00 57. 2 35.2 21. 34 10.2 0 - 10.2 -21.34 

- 90.0 -122. S - 144. S - 15S.66 - 169. S 1 0 169. S 15S.66 2" , ___ ______ ___ _________ 0 45.4 70. 6 82.40 88. 4 90 88. 4 82. 40 ",--- - - --- - - - - - -- - -- - --- 0 22.7 35.3 41. 20 44.2 45.0 44. 2 41. 20 
cot ", __________________ 00 2. 42 I. 41 2 1.142 I. 028 1. GOO 1. 028 1.142 
co s (1.> ___________________ 0. 707 0.642 0.500 0.342 0.1736 0 - 0.1736 - 0. 342 
-cot '.)l eeDs <1> ________ __ -00 -1. 55 -.706 -. 39IS - .17S9 0 . 17S9 . 391S 
2!Pl -------------------- 0 -32. S - 54.8 -68.66 -79.S -90.0 79.8 68. 66 

ISO. 0 147.2 125.2 Ill. 34 100.2 90.0 - 100.2 - Ill. 34 

The parameters arc obtained [rom the following eq uations (particularl y applicable in tbis simple form since <I'>I ~ <l'II): 

(1) ", ___ _____ ______________ eq (19a) 

(2) i'l---------------------- eq (17a) 
(3) }Pl------------------ --- eq (lOa) 
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In another respect also the "combination" plate 
resembles a simple quarter-wave plate, namely that 
when a beam of plane-polarized ligh t is passed 
through, the azimuth of the ellipse of the emerging 
beam is independent of the inclination !l of the 
entering beam. For proof of this interesting r elation 
see appendix 2. 

There is a third way in which th e "combination " 
plate r esembles an ordinary quarter-wave plate. 
To show this, we fu'st recall that by (1) a beam of 
plane-polarized ligh t passing through a plate with 
<I> equ al to 90 0 emerges with E equal to!. For our 
"combination" plate-let us put 

(21) 

It turns out, as shown in appendix 3, that whereas 
with the ordinary quarter-wave plate E' =!, for the 
combination quarter-wave plate 

(22) 

Thus, there is the same relation, between E" and A 
as there is between E' and !for the simple quarter-wave 
plate. 

5 . Design of Half-Shade Systems 

Precision measurements in polarimetry usu ally 
depend upon making a brightness match between 
two parts of a field of view. H alf-shade devices 
have been constructed which permit the observer 
to ascertain very precisely the azimuth of plane
polarized light , and the azimuth and ellipticity of 
elliptically polarized light [6, 9, 10]. As examples, 
the Lippich half-nicol and the Cornu-J ellet split 
n icol are widely known as azin1Uth half-shades, and 
the Brace half-shade has been used extensively in 
the measurement of ellipticity. The superimposition 
of doubly refracting plates makes it possible to 
construct several novel half-shade devices. These 
half-shades, particularly adapted to monochromatic 
analysis, are interesting in themselves, and they 
ser ve to illustrate some inter esting features of the 
"combination" plates discussed thus far. 

5.1. Azimuth Half-Shades 

The inherent ro tation of the principal vibration 
directions of a "combination" quarter-wave plate 
which was discussed in sections 3. 1 and 4.1 may be 
used to construct an azimuth half-shade. It is 
convenient to denote by a{ and 'Y{ the principal 
directions (after rotation) of a laevorotary compound 
plate, and by a~ and "I; the principal directions (after 
rotation) of a dextrorotary compound plate. 

(a) In figure 4 i t is shown that two compound 
plates may be cut along 'Y{ and 'Y~ and these two 
directions placed in adjacent posi tions along the 
vibration direction , P, of a nicol prism. The com
bination of nicol and two plates in fixed posi tion then 
acts effectively as an azimuth h alf-shade with half
shadow angle of 2 I e~ ' - !p21. The characteristics of 

this half-shade are analogous to those of the Lippich 
half-nicol or the Cornu-J ellet split nicoI. As an 
equivalent arrangement to the one shown in figure 4, 
a{ may b e interchanged for 'Y~, when, at the sam e 
time, a; is interchanged for 'Y~. 

(b) The half-shade described in section (a) above 
depends upon the rotation of the optic axes which is a 
unique feature of "Combination" plates, and the two 
parts of the biplate may have an arbitrary path 
difference. On the other hand, half-wave plates 
have long been known for their abili ty to rotate the 
plane of polarization of incident light [11]. The 
Laurent plate is a half-wave plate placed partly over 
a polarizing prism and rotated in fixed combination 
with the prism [11 ]. Chauvin has described an 
analyzer consisting of the same combination [9]. 
The advantage of these half-sh ade devices lies in the 
fact that the sensi tivity may be varied by varying the 
angle between the vibration direction of the polariz
ing prism and one of the principal directions of the 
half-wave plate. 

A half-wave plate may b e simply constructed by 
superposing two of the "combination" quarter-wave 
plates described in this paper. H owever one of the 
quarter-wave plates must be dextrorotary and the 
other laevorotary and they must have equal amounts 
of rotation of the optic axes. The two plates must 
be combined so as to compensate for the inherent 
rotation of each one. 

(c) It is known that when a doubly refracting 
material is placed with its principal v ibration direc
tion in a diagonal position between two crossed 
quarter-wave plates, that the combination acts as 
as an optically rotary material [3]. Two specimens 
may be cut from the same doubly refracting sheet 
and positioned so that the fast direction of one 
specimen adjoins the slow direction of the other. 

D 

FIGU R E 4. An azimuth half-shade consisting of two compound 
plates in fixed combination with an analyzing nicol prism. 

Incident plane·polarized light with azimnth shown at D causes the top half of 
the field of view to show total extiflction. Incident plane-polarized light with 
azimuth shOwn at L causes the bottom balf of the field of view to show total 
extinction. 
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2ND QUARTER-WAVE PLATE 

FIGURE 5. An azimuth half-shade consisting of a divided 
doubly Tefracting material between two crossed q1wrter-wave 
plates. 

The analyzing nieol rotates independently and is ShOW11 in a position wbere tbe 
two balves of the field of view h ave equal brigbtness. 

If these two plates are placed so that their principal 
vibration directions are in a diagonal position be
tween two crossed quarter-wave plates, the field of 
view being evenly divided, this fL'{ed combination 
may be employed as an azimuth half-shade whose 
half-shadow angle is equal to iP, the phase lag of the 
divided plate. One possible arrangement is shown 
in figure 5. 

This half-shade acts then in a manner analogous 
to two plates of quartz cut perpendicularly to the 
optic axis, one plate being laevorotary and the other 
being dex trorotary. The combination described 
above acts effectively as a Soliel or Nakamura 
half-shade [6]. 

The arrangement shown in fi gure 5 is correct 
when using quarter-wave plfttes with no unusual 
features. However, in constructing the half-shade 
from quarter-wave plates described in this paper , 
the inherent rotations of the plates themselves must 
be recognized and accounted for . F or example, in 
the arrftngement shown in figure 5, it is possible to 
use a compound laevorotary plate for the fiTst 
quarter-wave plate, and to set the axes so that 
a~ is fixed at the azimuth of a' shown in the figme. 
In this case a dextrorotary compound plate must 
be used for the second quarter-wave plate, "i' (not 
"i~) of this second plate will still have the azimuth 
of "i' shown in the figme. 

5.2. An Elliptic Half-Shade 

The Bravais biplate is well known as an ellip tic 
half-shade [10]. I t consists of two quarter-wave 
plates with their edges in juxtaposit ion and the 
fast ray of one plate parallel to the slow ray of the 
other. This biplate serves to show when elliptically 
polarized light has been completely restored to 
plane-polarized light, because the two hftlves of the 
field match at all azimuths, the brightness level 

III 
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FIGURE 6. B ravais biplates. 

A An elliptic balf-sbade in which the t,,·o parts arc single plates of equal and 
opposite order (quarter· wave) . 

B An elliptic half-shade in which the two parts are compound plates of equal 
and opposite order (quarter-wave). 

ftlone varying, but the match is destroyed as soon 
as the incident light becomes elliptically polarized. 
A Bravais biplate is shown in figme 6A. 

Because the azimuth of this biplate may be varied 
with respect to the analyzing nicol, it is perfectly 
all right to use compound quarter-wave plates with 
their associated rotation of the principal axes. It is 
important, however, that both halves of the biplate 
have the same amount and sign of rotation. Figure 
6B shows a Bravais biplate constructed from two 
laevorotary quarter-wave plates. The biplate might 
as easily be constructed from two dextrorotary 
quarter-wave plates. 

5.3. Half-Shades Uniquely Adapted to the Friedel 
Method 

The third Friedel method has been employed by 
Goranson and Adams for t he precise determination 
of optical path difl'erence [3). According to this 
m ethod, plane-polarized ligh t is made to pass through 
a doubly refracting specimen with one of the prin
cipal vibration directions of the specimen set at 45 
deg with respect to the vibration direction of the 
polarizer. The light is then made to pass through 
a quarter-wave plate with one of its principal direc
tions parallel to the vibration direction of the 
original plane-polarized light. The light emergent 
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QUARTE R-WAVE PLATE 
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FIGURE 7. Friedel method III. 

A Tbere is no divided field. Tbe analyzing nicol must be rotated to tbe left for com plete extinction. 
B Two compound quarter-wave plates prod uce a divided fi eld . The an alyzing nicol must be rotated to tbe left to make 

a brigbtness matcb between tbe two balves of tbe field. 
C A divided field is produced by an auxiliary doubly refracting plate. 'fbe analyzing nicol must be rotated to tbe left 

to make a br igbtness match between tbe two halves of the field. 

from the quarter-wave plate is plane-polarized , and 
an extinction position may be found by rotating the 
analyzer. The measured angle between the azi
muths of the incident and emergent plane-polarized 
beams of light is equal to one-half the phase angle 
of the specimen. The arrangement of the optical 
elements for this method is shown in figure 7 A.3 

3 Although no half-shade device is shown in figure 7 A the original instrum ent 
designed by Goranson and Adams [3] was equipped with a Wright biquartz 
wedge plate [12]. 

One may employ a compound quarter-wave plate 
described in this paper instead of the more familiar ~ 
type of quarter-wave plate which is usually obtained 
by splitting sheets of mica to the proper thickness. 
In this case, however, it is necessary to know the 
sign and amount of the inherent rotation of the ., 
quarter-wave plate itself and to account for it in 
setting the zero position of the analyzer. 

ea) An effective half-shade may be obtained if 
two compound quarter-wave plates (one dextro
rotary, and one laevorotary) are placed with their 
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edo'es in juxtaposition so as to divide the field and 
with the (x' direction of each alined with the principal 
vibn1tion direction of the polarizer. This arrange
ment is shown is figure 7B. In this case there is n o 
correction to be made to the zero posi tion of the 
analyzer, and, in measuring, the analyzer is rotated 
until the two halves of the divided field have the 
same intensity. 

(b) Another half-shade device may be obtained if 
a second doubly refracting plate is placed after the 
specimen so that it covers half the field fl,nd h as its 
principal vibration directions alined with those o f 
the specimen. The auxiliary plate may be selected 
so that the rotation incurred by its phase lag jus t 
balances the inherent rotation of a compound 
quarter-wave plate. Actually, cP of this auxiliary 
plate must have the magnitude 4 1 1J~' - 11'2 1, where 
o~ ' and 11'2 refer to the "combination" quarter-wave 
plate. A typical arrangement is shown in figure 70 
for the case of a dextrorotary compound quarter
wave plate. In makin g a measurem ent, a with the 
half-shade device discussed in part (a), the analyzer 
is rotated until the two halves of the field have the 
sfl,me intensi ty. 
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'7. Appendix 1. Relation Between !c1 and 
i PI in an "Adjusted" Combination Plate 

Giv en: the four quantities CP, t/;c, ! PI and 1cI and the 
t hree equations. (When t/; is measured from (x~) 

(19a) 

from (19a), 
1-cot2 cP I-cos 2t/;c 
1 + cot2 cP 1 + cos 2t/;c 

. sin 2t/; 
S1112 cP-cos2 cP = ___ c = tan2 t/; 

cos 2t/;c c 

dividing by cos2 cP gives 

or 

_ 1 _ _ 1= tan2t/;c 
cot2 cP cos2 cP 

1 

1+ tan2 t/;c' 
cos2 cP 

From (23) and (lOa) we have, 

1 
cos2 2i . 

- PI 

(23) 

(24) 

From (24) and (17 a) we have sin 2 2!cI = cos2 2!PI ' 
(The proof when t/; is measured from 'Y~ is similar.) 

8. Appendix 2 

Given eq (6) and other relations pertaining to the 
"combination" quarter-wave plate, it is r equired to 
prove that the resultin g azimuth, IJ~', is independent 
of the inclination, i i, of the entering plane-polarized 
beam. 

By (3) the eq (6) becomes 

tan cP sin 0; . ;0.. 

') ll ' SIn 'P. cos ~"2 
tan 20~' = tan 21J~ cos cP (6a) 

In order to eliminate o~ and 0;, we proceed as 
follows: By (9) and (4), we h ave 

tan 20~ 
tan 2!1 cos cp + tan 2t/;c 
I-tan 2h cos cP tan 2t/;c 

Also, we obtain from (9) 

sin 20; 1 
cos 20; cot 20; cos 2t/;c-sin 2t/;c' 

From this, with (4) and (l9a) 

sin 20; 
cos 20~ cot2 cP 

1 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(lOa) and, by (19a) 

sin 2!c1 = cot CPo (17a) 

T o prove: 
(20) 

tan 2t/;c ( . sin 2t/;c) 
cos 2t/;c (28) 

N ow substitute tan 2t/;c from (28) in (25) , and put 
the resulting value of tan 20~ and also the value of 
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sin 28Ucos 28~ from (27) in (6a), and we obtain an 
expression equ ivalent to the second term of (6) or 
(6a) . Multiply the numerator and denominator 
by sin2 if> to get a modified expression, which we call 
A, i .e., 

tan 28~ ' = A. 

It will be found that A cos if>/.J- cos 2if> turns out 
to be simply unity (the quantities II and if> happily 
dropping Ollt). Therefore, 

" ..j-cos 2if> 2 
tan 2fJ2 . if> tan if; c cos if>. 

cos 
(29) 

From (19a), 

sin 2if;c=·.j1-cot4 if>, (l9b) 

and, introducing (4), (l9a) , and (l9b) into (3 1), 

sin 2€" =sin 2h sin if> cos if> 

+ cos 2!1 sin if> (tan 2!1 cos if> cot2 if> 

+ ..j1-cot4 if». (32) 

N ext, noting that , in general, 

The azimuth of the elliptically polarized beam is and 
therefore independent of 11. 

sin if> cos if> cot2 if> = cos3 <I>/sin <I> 

sin <I> cos <I> + cos3 <I>/sin if> = cot if> 

9. Appendix 3. Ellipticity of a Light Beam 
Emerging From an "Adjusted" Combina
tion Plate 

We have <I>I = if>n=if> and if; is measured from IX;j. 
By substituting (1) and (2) in (5) we obtain 

sin 2E' I = sin 2!t sin if> cos <I> 

+ cos 2 i t sin <I> sin 2fJ~/cos 28~. (30) 

From (9), 

sin 2fJ~=sin 28; cos 2if;+ cos 2fJ; sin 2if;, (9c) 

and, introducing (9c) into (30), 

sin 2E' I =sin 2!1 sin <I> cos if> 

also 

sin if> ..j1 - cot4 if> = ..j1 - cot2 if>, 

sin 2€" = sin 2!1 cot <I> + cos 2!1..j1-cot2 if>. (33) 

From (24), 

(24a) 

From t he geometry the sign can be either plus or 
minus; taIling the case where the sign is minus-

or 

+cos 2!1 sin <I> (tan 2fJ; cos 2if;+sin 21/;). (31) (Paper 6902- 190) 
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